RULES FOR RELATIVES

As a relative with visiting rights, you will be registered at the checkpoint at the main entrance. You may only enter the hospital with an FFP2 mask.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE MOUTH AND NOSE MASK:

- Please wear your FFP2 mask throughout your stay in our hospital.
- Please stay in the patient’s room with your relative and avoid walking inside and outside the building.
- So that the mask can provide the correct protection, it must fit snugly and must cover your nose, mouth and chin. The nose clip must be pressed on.
- When wearing the mask or when putting it on or taking it off, please try to avoid touching the outer surface of the mask with your hands.
- Our staff will be happy to help you if you need assistance putting the mask on or taking it off.
- Please inform the staff if there is a good reason why you are not able to wear a face mask.
- In addition, we would ask you to continue to implement the hygiene measures that will be familiar to you. These include, above all, disinfecting your hands and maintaining a safety distance of 2 metres.
Dear Patients,
Dear Relatives,

A special situation such as the one we are currently experiencing in the shape of the Corona pandemic requires special measures to protect your health and that of our employees. The aim of these precautions is to keep the risk of infection as low as possible. We therefore ask you to support us in this by wearing an FFP2 mask during your stay in our hospital and on the hospital grounds. This measure is an important means of protecting you, other patients and our staff.

Thank you very much for your understanding in this matter.

Your Team from
Evangelisches Klinikum Bethel (EvKB)
and Krankenhaus Mara

RULES FOR PATIENTS

You will receive your personal mouth and nose mask on admission to the EvKB and Mara Hospitals. Please use this during your stay in our hospitals.

INFORMATION ON THE USE OF THE MOUTH AND NOSE MASK:

- Please wear your personal face mask as soon as you come into contact with other persons if it is not possible to keep a distance of more than two metres, or if you are inside the hospital. Our staff will inform you if you need to wear the face mask in other circumstances.

- At times when it is not necessary to wear the face mask, we would ask you to keep the mask clean in the night cabinet so that it can dry and be re-used.

- Please contact our staff if your mask gets damaged. They will give you a replacement.

- So that the mask can provide the correct protection, it must fit snugly and must cover your nose, mouth and chin. The nose clip must be pressed on.

- When wearing the mask or when putting it on or taking it off, please try to avoid touching the outer surface of the mask with your hands.

- Our staff will be happy to help you if you need any assistance putting the mask on or taking it off.

- Please inform the staff if there is a good reason why you are not able to wear a face mask.